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.ABSTR.\CT

Recent results on tile selnileptonic clecay of B-n]esons are reported
fronl tile .4RGUS experinleut, operating at tile DORIS 11 e+e- stor-
age riug at DESY, T~vo new nleasurelnents of tile inclusive sexnilept.onic

I)ranclling ratio are presented ;vllicll are iu agreenlent Ivitll previous re-
sults ancl renlain sonle~vllat lolver than theoretical preclictions. One analy-
sis, in particldar. strives to reduce t.lle nlodel depelldcllce I>yexauliu-
ing tile inclusive lepton spectrunl to 101vnloulellta, yieldiug a result of
10,9 & 0,6 * 0.4%. An exaulination of (Ixclusive decays to D and D- -
Inesons confirnl that tile iuclusive rate is not saturated I)y these channels
l>ut tile discrepancy is explained I)y tlvo ne~v measurenlellts of a large
B ~ D“*CUI>raucllillg ratio of 4.0X 0.6A 0.2% and 3.8A 0.9* 0.6%.
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1. Introduction

There have been two points of incousist ency associat ed with the semileptonic
decays of B-mesons. TIIe first concerns the marginal discrepancy b~tween the
measured inclusive branching ratio and its theoretical prediction; the second is the
fact that the inclusive branching ratio is nowhere near saturated by the observed
exclusive decays into D and D--mesons.

Recent measurements of the inclusive rate yield values below about 11%
from .4RGUS,l CLEO,* CUSB,3 and one measurement of 12% from Crystal Ball.4
Theoretical estimates based upon a pure parton picture with inert spectator light

%7 of wound 1470 with a more recentquark (see Figure 1) typicrdly give values
works estimating a branching ratio as low as (11.5-12 )~o. Any’ disagreement with
the experimental branchlug ratio is, therefore, marginal and is further mitigated
by a current suggesting of corrections for non-perturbative effects where the dom-
inant term is m 1/M~ which leads to a reduction of up to 10~o in the theoretical
semileptonic branching ratio. It is also possible that non-spectator effects could
be involved which would reduce the expected branching ratio. Figure 1 illustrates
the possible w-exchange and aunihilatiou diagrams that. would dilute the relative
importance of the semileptonic branching ratio. In addition, interference between
internal and external spectator diagrams (see Figure 1) can occur when one of
the light quarks from the Ill-decay is identicd to the spectator quark.6’1G12 Mrhilst
non-spectator effects are expected to play a large role in D-meson decays, = in-
dicated by the big difference between the charged and neutral D-lifetimes, the
heavier m= of the bquark is expected to reduce their importance in B-meson
decays .13

The 1992 Particle Data Group 14 branclli,~g ratios for semileptonic B-m~on

decay to D and D.-mesons account for only (6.4 * 1.1)% out of the average
inclusive measurement of (10.7 i 0.5 j~c. An indication that the remaining 3.3%
may be explained by decays to the D..- meson was published by CLE02 from
fits to the inclusive lepton spectrum in which the D“” contribution wss ~lowed

to float. In contrast, the only theoretical model that explicitly includes a D-
contribution15 suggests about 1370 of semileptonic decays proceed via the D-.,
which’ translates to a branching ratio of roughly 1.47c. Ho~vever, this fraction
depends on the ratio of D- /D production which is related to the slope of the form
factor in hea~ quark effective theo~ 2s b~, tile Bjor~en sum rule.zg

In this paper. two new analyses of the inclusive semileptonic branching ratio
will be reported. The first of these makes a particular effort to escape from model
dependent assumptions by utilising the low momentum region of the lepton spec-
trum. In addition, new values for the exclusive branching ratio into the D“, and
sum of (D + D. )-mesons will be presented, along with two rne=urernents of the
semileptonic branchiug ratio into the D-”- rneson. Following this introduction, the
paper is divided into three sectious. corresponding to three independent analyses,
and theu a final section which summarises the results and draws conclusions.
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Figure 1: Diagran)s for charged and neutral B-mesons decays via b ~ c and b ~ u
transitions. See text for details
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2. Study of the Low Lepton Momentum Spectrum”

Introd~kction

The observed momentum spectrum of leptons accoulpauying the decay of B-
rnesons has two main components (see Figure 2): Primary leptons from semilep-
tonic B-meson decays; and secondaly (cascade) leptons from tile semileptonic
decay of cbarmecl mesons produced in the decay of the B-nlesons. The latter
contribution is softer aucl contaminates the distribution up to about 1.4GeV/c.
Previous measurements of the inclusi~e semileptonic branching ratiol,z rely heavi-
ly on models to describe the shape of the low momentum part of the lepton
spectrum,. either for the extrapolation of results found by fitting the region above
1.4GeV/c, or for determining the shape of tile fitting fuuct ion to be used below
this momentum, The goal of the analysis described llerc is to extract and fit the
primary lepton momentum sl)ectrunl to low Inomentum. and tlllis nlrasure tile iu-
clusive semileptonic branching r~~tioin a Iilrgcly moclel independent manner. The
method employed is to tag one B-nlesoll with au electron or mllou of momentum
greater than 1.4Gev/c (to try to ensllre that it is indeed a primary lel>tou) and
tlleu to histogram the ulomentum spectrlun of the oppositely charged electrons
that accompany the decay of the other B-meson. That is, events containing a
(Tag*e+ ) pair are selected and, as illllst.r,~tcd in Figure 3, this reclui,ement rejects
secondary electrons from the CUSC?ICICdecay of tile signal B-nleson. Unfortunately,
the following types of events represent I)acl<grounds \vhich lllust be subtracted
before a pnre primary lepton momentl(m distrib(ltion is revealed:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The cascade electron from the tagging B-meson is Iised as the signal electron.

Tile signzd B-nlcsoll Luldergoes ~“~” mixing tmd tile cascade electron is
selected as tile sign~]l.

.% cl=cade lepton is used as tile t+lg an{l the cascade lepton of the signal
B-meson is selected.

The signal D-meson clecays to a ~-nlt,so]l \vllich slll~seclucntly decays, giving
an electron of the correct charge to I)e selectccl,

Tile signal D-nlesoll decays to a D.-meson which sl[l)se(luently decays, giving
all electron of the cor~ect charge to I)e selected,

One or both. of tile (T,~g*c~ ) leptons come from tile decay D ~ J/w.Y
followed by J/u + (+( -,

The signal electron com(,s frolll l)lloton conve~sioll IYllepe onc electrou is
on(letected.

Random (Ti]~*(,+ ) p:lirs from contil~ll~ml events,

Fal;es: events where o1]c, or IIoth. of the lel)tons is a misidentified Iladroll.
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Figure 2: The iucl,,sive lc,ptoll sl)e(rrIIIIl frolll D-(l,(ays. ‘Ill{ (Ia>ll(,(l IIIIV(, Sllo\vs
tile prinlaly le])ton colltriljlltioll. aIl(l tl]( [Io-(lilsll CIIUYC, the contril)lltion from

tile C:lscade decavs (\f (hill Il]c(l lllCSO1lS.
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Data Analysis
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Figure 3: Leptons arising from the decay of a pair of B-mesons.

The data used in this analysis consisted of 246pb - 1 taken on the T4s reso-
nance, and 97.pb-1 taken in the nearby continuum. The ARGUS detector and the
lepton identification procedure have been clescribed in detail elsewhere.*6 Events
were selected containing a (Tag*e~ ) pair after a cut excluding e+e- pairs with an
invariant m= of leas than 0.1 GeV was applied to suppress converted photons. The
total multiplicity of the event, defined as ~t~t = .~ch.rged + 0.5 * NT. wss required

to be greater than five to suppress continuum events. Figure 4 shows the electron
momentum distribution aft er the application of an important cut that required the
cosine of the angle between the tag and the electron to be greater tban zero. This
cut removes 50~0 of the signal since the (Tag*e~ ) pair are essentially uucorrelated
in direction. However, it suppresses 75~0 of the continuum background; 85% of the
correlated background from cascade electrons (Background- 1 above); and almost
all of the background from J/@ decays (Background-6). Figure 5 shows the same
data after the subtraction of the scaled continuum contribution (Background-8),
and of the faked leptons (Backgrounrf-9 ) contribution. The primary electrons can
be clearly seen above about lGe\~/c, whilst. at low momenta the distribution is
masked by the resiclunl cascade elect rous.

To subtract the cent ribntiou from Background-1 that remains after the
cos O > 0 requirement, the full angular distribution between the (Tagie+ ) pair
is used (SI1OWUin Figure 6). The primary (Tag* e= ) pairs are uucorrelated and
give rise to a constant distribution, whereas the pairs arising from Background-1
have an angular dependence which peaks at COSO= – 1. The shape of the lat-
ter component is obtainecl from a Monte Carlo calculation using the model of
ISGW1~ and tllrns out to be largely independent of the assumed D’* contribu-

tion. The data in Figllre 6 corresponds to electrons with momentum between 0.6
and 0.8 C~eV/c. itll{l ~vasfitt cd with the two components from which the amplitude
of Background-1 iu t.h(, r(’giou COSO>0 was obtained. This procedure was repeated
for electrons in different momentum bins and the distribution S11OWUin Figure 7
ww obtained. This now uiay be directly subt ratted from the signal spectrum to
account completely for Background- 1.

Backgrounds-2 and 3 also give rise to a component with the same cascade
electron moment um dist ribut ion, but to perform the subtraction, the correct am-
plit nde must be found. This may be obtaiuecl by looking at like-sign (Tagiei )
events (see Figure 8) where the electron momentum spectrum is complementary
to the signal spectrum. That is, it contains a predominant contribution from cas-
cade electrons but wit b soulr cont:uniunt ion from primary elect rous dt~e to ezactly
the ~jrocesses t/~{It CUILSC Backgrounds-2 [171c1.?. The import ante of this point is that
it allows the normalisatiou to be calculated with minimal assumptions, The like-
sign spectrum must first be correct cd for cent inuum and fakes, as was the signal
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spectrum, and the]) the normalisatiou factor is given by:
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Figllr,, 8: Lt>ptou lllolll(,ut!lul (Iistril)lltioll for Iil{t,-sigu tag-el[,ctrou pairs

(1)

where the superscripts /s and UIS staud for like-sign and l~nlike-szqn respectively,
and where an electron is defined as prin]ary (cascde) if it falls shove (below)
1.4Gel~/c. Iulplicit iu this relationship is the assumption that the branching ratios
of charged and neutral B-mesons illt o charmed mesoas are ideut ical. However,
the systematic erro~ on the final result, includes the extreme case that the acutral
B-mesou decays only to D and D--mesons whilst the charged B-meson decay
additionally to the D-.-meson. The left band side of the shove relationship can he
measured directly from the data SIIOWI1in Figures 5 and 8. The data in Figure 8
is then scaled by this factor allcl sllbt.ractecl from Figure 5. This process also
removes a known proportion of the primary lepton distribution which must he
compensated in the fiual calculati(~u of the branching ratio.

The cent 1ibut iou frolu background processes 4, 5 and 7 are simulated in
a full Llonte Carlo cfilclllatioll au(l the resulting contributions to be subtracted
from the signal are showu iu Figure 9. The last of these may in principle be
obtained direct ly from the data and work is present Iy unclerway to do so. The
elect ron momentum spect r{lm after the subtraction of all backgroliuds is shown
in Figllre 10, and the aulplit~ides and uuccrtaiuties of the various contributions
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Signal and background suululary for like-sigu (Tagi e= ) events.

Evellt.s hcforc bacfigrolulcl subtraction 1779 +42

1 Cascade decays of tagging B-nlesou 120 *22 + 15

2+3 Do? mixing plus cascade electron tag 112+14+20

4 B ~ .yTV,. T * CVV 39*1+3
~ B d D,.Y, D,, ~ .Yev 60t2+ll

6 B * J/~, .J/q ~ C+t- 18+1+4

7 Electrous from photon couvcrsious 44* 10

8 Cent inuum evcuts 233 *24 * 10

9a Hadrons misidentified as sigual electrons 84*2*5

91) Hadrons misidentified as tfig h’ptoas 42+2+10

E\r(,l}ts aftt,r l)~CliK~olllld sllbtractiou 1027+56+29
1 I

— .>

Resttlts

The I)ackgrolla(l s~lbtract~(l (,lcctrou spcctrllu) u]llst I)e corrected for Brems-

st rahl{lug :IIId for el(~ctroll i(lentifi(at iou cffi(.icncy, resultiug in the distribution
showu ill Fi811r[~11. Tllv solid Iiu(. shows thr result of a fit Ilsing the model of
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0 1 2

P, GeV/c

Figure 11: Momentum distribution of signal electrons after backgronud subtrac-
tion and corrections for Bremsstrahlung and electron identification efficiency. Fits
using the model of lSC,W1; and ACM17 are shown by the solid and dashed curves
respect ively.

ISGW, 15where the percentages of semileptonic decays to D, D-, and D**-mesons
were fixed at 27~0, 60~0, ancl 13~0 respectively. The dasbecl line shows the result
of ,a fit using the moclel of ACM’; (mb = 4.95 GeV/c2, nlc = 1.56GeV/c2, P! =
0.30 GeV/c, A4.P = 0.15 GeV/c2). The ~esultiug branching ratios are:

ISGLV : BR(B ~ .Yev) = (10.1 + 0.6+ 0.4)% . (2)

ACM : BR(B ~ .Y-ev) = (9.7+ 0.6+ 0.4)% . (3)

However, the main thrust of this analysis was to minimise the model dependence,
so just integrating the distribution and using either model to extrapolate below
0.4 GeV/c, we obtain:

BR(B ~ .Yev) = (10.9+ 0.6+ 0.4)% . (4)

Unfortunately, the clata point, at. lowest momentum in Figure 11 appears to be
rather high. This could easily be a statistical flllctuatiou but since all the back-
ground contributions peak at low electron momentum it is possibly related to an
incorrectly subtracted background or to au additional source of background. This
is currently under investigation. Lfeanwhilc, the effect of this point may be assessed
by only integrating the data down to 0.6 GeV/c and then extrapolating below this
point according to the ulodels. This gives BR( B ~ .X-ev) = (9.7* 0.6+ 0.4)%,
but since there is no real justification for this procedure, the result quoted in
Equation 4 will be taken as the preliminary result in the summary sectioo of this
paper.

3. Study of the Exclusive Contributions of the Inclusive Spectrumb

IntrodtLction

The goal of this analysis was to see whether the inclusive lepton spectrum
may be understood in terms of the exclusive clecay modes to the D, D*, and D**
charmed mesons, and to hadrons containing a II-quark. The technique is to try
to separate the various channels by calculating the haclrouic mass in the event,
expressed in terms of the following 4-vectors:

(5)M: = (PB– PC– P.)2 .

In Tds decays, the B-mesons are produced almost at rest (FB = 0.35 GeV/c = O).
This assumption leads to:

(6)11; = Ifj + (Pf+ PV)2 –2EB(Er + E“) .

However, the mass kf~ calculated from this expression is only equal to the true
hadronic mass in the event fi4,y nuder a second assmnpt ion that there are no miss-
ing particles in the event,. This is because tbc neutrino momentum in Equation 6 is
measured as thr missing ulomentum in the event. The effect of tbc:,e two assump-
tions may be investigated ~lsiug a hlontc Carlo simulntiou, as shown in Figure 12
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for B + D*ev decays. Ignoring detector resolution and assuming all particles are
perfectly detected, then the shaded region shows the spread due to the non-zero
momentum of the B-meson. The broad histogram shows the additional effect of
missing particles. Figure 13 shows such dist ribut ions calculated for all the exclusive
channels. The D and D* contributions are indistinguishable and will be treated
as a single component which is not a problem since the relative D* /D branching
ratio is known cluite WC1114(2.75+j:~~). In the calculation of these distributions the
ISGW15 model was assumed for the mass distributions of the D’- and X“, where
the latter are hadrons from b ~ u transitions with masses up to 1.7GeV/c2. The
distribution of missing momentum due to lost particles was verified by examining
data witl~ no leptons.

Data Analysis

From a data sample of 233pl>-], events were selected with only one lepton of
momentum greater than 1.2GeV/c which suppresses events where both B -mesons
decayecl semileptouically. The neutrino momentum vector was reciuired to satisfy
[cos OU[<0.9 since beam-gas and q~ events tend to have missing momentum in
the beam direction. The continuum WtLS suppressed with staudarcl cuts on the 2nd
Fox-Wolfram moment, H2 <0,4. The selected data then contained bacl{grounds
from the following sources:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Residual continuum events: this contribution was subtracted by scaling the
data tal:eu ill the contiuulun below the Tl,$ resonance.

Fal;ed leptons: this component, was subtracted using the well measured fal:e
rates.

Leptons from J/ ~,-decays, r-clecays, To + ~e+e- decays, and ~ + e+e-
decays: these processes were simulated by Monte Carlo calculations and
subtracted from the data,

Cascade leptons from the decay of charmed mesons: this component was
not subtracted, but included in the fits as a free component.

The fits to the hadronic lllass distributions thus hacl four components: XV,
(D + D*), D*’, and the cascade lepton contribution, The clata were divided into
seven bins of lepton nlolllcutum aud the fits performed in the specific order in-
dicated in Figure 14, If a particular contribution was expectecl to be shlall, it
was fixed at a value extrapolated from fits to other momentum ranges, This is
illustrated by the chart at the top of Figure 14. The results of the seven fits are
shown in Figures 15 and 16. From the amplitudes fonucl in these fits, the lepton
momentum distributions of the three exclusive semilcptouic channels are plotted
in Figure 17, and the sum is shown in Figure 18. The error bars on the points
in these figures come from the statistical error in the fits to the hadronic mass
distribution, combined with a systematic error arising from the following:

N / 0.5 GeV*

1250

1000

750

500

250

0

I I I 1

-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0

fi~ [C,V2]

Figure 12: Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic mass measured in B + D*1v
decays. The dottecl distribution shows the broadening due to the assumption
PB = O, and the histogram shows the aclditioual effect of missing particles.
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Figure 13: ~Ionte Carlo geuer~ted distril)litinns fo~ thc ha(lrol]ic mass mcasur((l
in B - (D, D*, D**, .l-,, )(v decays.
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Figltre 14: Contributions to the lepton momentum sl]ectrum. The chart. at the top
illustrates the bins and the older in which the fits were performed. A shaded box
indicates the pi~rtic[llar component was free in the fit, otherwise it was fixed at a
vallle extrapolated from previous fits.

p, = 2.o – ?.3 GeV ND,D. = 2069 + 169

400 Nx. = 218 + 154

200

0 I 1 I 1
I I i

100
p, =2.3–2.6 GeV

r 4 h’D,D. =
O:y

= 195*42

t..lli.l..i W; [GeV’]

-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0

Figure 15: Results of fits tut he lladrouic nlassclistril]utious Thedata is shown
by the points with error bars and the histogram shows the results of the fits.
Thecontributiousf ronl(D+ D”) isshown bytheuushadeclre gion(except in the
momentum bin 2.3 — 2.6 GeV/c where the only component is B - X“); the
contribution from D“- is shown by the dotted region; the contribution from X“

bytlleclo~ll]le llatclle{l region; allcltllec olltril}lltiollfr ollll)+c~s background
by thediagonallys haclecl areas.
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Figure 18: SUU1of the exclusive lepton momentum distributions shown in Fig-
ure 17. The solid and dashed curves show fits using the models of ISGW15 and
ACM17 respectively.

1.

2.

3.

4

The background subtractions ell~llnerated above.

The fitting process: the extrapolation of the fixed components, and the
aasumed D“/D ratio.

The Monte Carlo calculations: different models for B ~ D(’)tv decay
(WBS,l’ I{S,’91SGW15); them~sspectra used for B ~ D“- and B ~
X“ decays; missing momentum distributions due to lost particles; and the
senlileptonic branching ratio of the second B-meson.

Efficiencies: electron and muon identification; the cuts on H2 and upon
COS8”;Bremsstrahlung; and momentum resolution.

Results

The solid curves in Figure 17 show fits using the model of WBS,16 the dotted
curve using 1<S,19andthec lashedc urveusingI SGW.*5111 Figure 18tlle solid curve
is a fit to the inclusive spectrum rising the model of ISGW15 andthe dashed curve
uses ACM.17 Table 2 contains the results of these fits where the values obtained
from different models have been averaged and the spread incorporated in the
systematic error.

Table2: Brmching ratiosf romfitst otheleptonm omentumspectra.

It can beseenfronl Table2 that theexclusive measurementssa turatethe
inclusive branching ratio.

4. Study of Exclusive B-Meson Decaysc

Introduction

The study of B-Meson decays into a (D“+t- ) state and its charged conjugate,
can be used to determine both the B ~ D- and the B ~ D“* exclusivesemilep-
tonic branching ratios. In addition, an analysis of the angular distributions leacls
to the observation of the effects of parity violation in the weak interaction. There
are four processes ideutifiecl in Table 3 that may result. in a (D.+t- ) combination
being identified as candidates in this analysis. The technique is to separate these
components based upon their missing (or recoil ) mms distributions defined as:
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Table 3: Processes that give rise to D*+/- pairs.

111

The approximation in Ecjuatiou 7 is possible under the assumption that the mo-
mentum of the B-meson is zero, w in the previous analysis. Nfoute Carlo simu-
lations of the missing mass squared distributions for the four processes noted in
Table 3 are shown in Figure 19 where the area of each curve is normalised to
unity for illustration.

Data Analysis

The data sample consisted of 233plI-i collected on the Y4S resonance and
for background studies, 105plI-’ from the nearby coutiunnm, The D* mesons
were reconstructed in the decay D*+ + Dam+ with Do ~ 1{– r+ (Z<~-mode) or
DO + l{-T+ T+ T- (Z{3T-l]lode),The ulass of tile Z{mor Ii3r system was required

to be within 60hleV/c2 of the nominal Do mass, and the scaled momentum

Z,= PD./~~- wss restrictedto be less than the n~axirnumof0,5 that
is possible for decaj~s from B-mesons. Figure 20 shows the reconstructed D*+
candidates for events wllcre a lepton of momentum greater than 1 GeV/c and of
the correct charge was identified, The distribution has been fitted with a Gaussian
peali for the D* signal and a bacliground distribution obtained from LIoute Carlo. *
The same select ion criteria may be applied to the continuum data which is shown
in Figure 21; the resulting D*+ amplitudes will be usecl to constrain the continuum
contribution (component IV in Table 3) in sllbseqnent, fits to the T4S data. The
data of Figure 20 was sul]-dividecl into bins of ]ll~cco,t and the D* mass peali was
fitted in each bin. As a result,, the Ilfj?,co,, distributions shown in Figure 22 were
obtained ancl fitted with the four components described in Tab]e 3. The results of
these fits are tabulated in Table 4,

*Depeudiugoa tile Do decaycllanueltbcre :~retypicallyfiveto tell types of cou]biaataricswbicll
contribute to tile background. Tbe rclati~e au~pht~ldesof tbese \vrre obtained iu fits to tile
data, aud thus tllc backgrounddots not totally rely 0]1tile hfonte Carlo.

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.0

I
J

IV

III

-15.0 -10.0 -5.0 O.Q 5.0

Mf,. [GeVf/c4]

Figure 19: Recoil mass squarecl distributions for the four processes listed in Table 3.
All curves are normalised to unit area.
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The shaded dist~ibutioas in Figure 22 show the fitted D** contribution. As
a cross-checli, a D** mass peal( was observed by selecting D* candidates with a
.V:eco,, greater than ze~o and combining them with a charged pion, The conlbina-
toric bacligro~llld was obtained by selecting events with a ,!I,2,C0,1less than zero.
The observed signal of 30 + 10 events shown in Figure 23 was in good agreement
with the amplitude of 35 + 8 + 3 events expected from the fits to the combined
M~=CO,ldistriblltious,

Events\ (GeV2\c4)
I I 1 1

120
1) a Channel Do + Kn I ~

80

40

0

Table 4: Amplitrldes found from fits to the MJ?,CO,Idistribution for the four components
listed in Table 3.

Process Data Set
Ii~ Ii3~ Ii~+ Ii3z

II 114+13+6 124+23+9 235+24+11

I
II 34+9+2 21*13+4 63+15+6
III 8+4+5 14+10+6 16+7+8

I1 I
,1,

120

1

b) Channel Do + K3n

80

Branching Ratio Res?Llts

The amplitlldes in Table 4 lead to the preliminary result:

BR(~O ~ D*+C-U) = 5.2+ 0.5+ 0.6% (8)

where the following branching ratios were assumed: Br( D* ~ D“m+) = 6670,
Br(D” + 1{-~+) = 3,71%, and B/(D” ~ Ii-r+ r+r- ) = 7.8%. F~OIII Table 4,
the ratio of D*C pairs from D + D** to B + D“ decays is calculated to be
0.27 + 0,08 + 0.03. However, somewhat complex cor~cctiolls must be made in or-
der to convert this to a branching ratio, First of all, D“” decays involving a m“
were not reconstructed in this analysis. Secondly, the D-* could come from the
decay of the charged B-meson in addition to the neutral B-meson (process II in
Table 3). Thirdly. the bran(:hiug ratio of the D** meson depends on thepart icu-
lar type of resouailce]s ()12s+1L, = 11PI, 13P1,Z,2’ SO,23S1). Fourtllly, the lepton
identification eficiency is momentum dependent and since the leptons accompa-
nying D“” mesons’ are softer than for D“ mesons, a correction must be made.
\Vitll the following reasonable assumptions (the first simply represents the isospin
Clebscll-Gorclan coefficients):

II J
u I

o
++ -* I I /lA I.-, .,,: ,,, ,

I I

-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5,0

M~eC [GeV2/c4]

Figure 22: Recoil mass scluarecl distributions. The points with error bars are the
results of fits to the D“ signal shown in Figl~re 20. The histogram is the result of
a fit using the four components listed in Table 3. The D** and D“+ contributions
are shown by the shadecl and unshaded areas respectively; the other components
are small.
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the ratio of D*- to D* events may be expressed as:

f

Events/(20 MeV/cz)

24

16

8

0

#

t
i
i
I

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0

Mass(D*jm) [GeV\cz]

Figllre 23: LIa5s plot of (D“, T) conlbinations. The solid cllrvc shows a fit including
a D“- (Iist, riblltion ;uI(I a (.onlbiuatoric I)acl<groutl{l.

where the branching ratios for D.” type-t, and efficiency factors for lepton iden-
tification c,, aue contained in Table 5. The branching ratio is finally calculated
as:

BR(@ + D**+e-vf) = 3.8+ 0.9+ 0.6% . (13)

This significant branching fraction to the D*- meson, when combined with the D
and D* coutributious,14 saturates the measured inclusive semileptonic branching
ratio.

Table 5: B~auclliug ratios and lepton identification efficiencies used to calculate the
B + D** semileptonic b~ancl)ing ~atio.

[ I Relative Absolute I
i D**-type BR(D:*+ + D*,Y) BR(@ + D:.+e-~t)

(ISGW15) .J(IS;W15)

1 D(ll P1) 1 0.21 0.77

Patity Violation Effects

The decay seclueuc(, @ ~ D*+?-P followed by D*+ + D“n+ is completely
specified by qz aucl the three angles 0, 0., and ~, clefined in Figure 24. Neglecting
the lepton mms, the differential decay rate can be expressed as:

where p is tbc D“+ -nlomcut.um in tile B rest frame and H~(q2) are the helicity
form factors. Since the charuled (Iuark in these decays is prodtlced predominantly
with negative bclicit.y in the Standard hlodel, a forward-bacliwarcl asymmetry
(A~~j ) is (,xpc,cted, dcfin{d in terms of the auglc O Ls:
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The shape of the cos 8 distribution is given by:

Figure 24: Definitions of the angles 0, 0“, aucl k.

dr(cos$)

d COS O
m 2 + asin20 – ~AFB(3 + a) COS9 (16)

where the parameter a describes the D*(”) polarisation and may be extracted from
the distribution of the angle 8*:

dr(coso*)
K l+acos20* .

d COSe.
(17)

The distributions of e, e*, kf~cCO,/,and qz are produced by requiring that the
momenta and energies of the D*+ and the e- be consistent with the presumed
decay of a B meson. Specifically, the neutrino energy ED = Ebco~ – ED.+ – Eg-
must be positive, and the neutrino momentum w = Er, together with the known

W = ~w and PD.,~- = IFD.+ + Fe-1, must be consistent with mo-
mentum conservation, forming a closed moment nm triangle. These conditions are
satisfied only for D*+ t– pairs with M~,C w O, and therefore automatically se-

lects the decay @ a D“+ e- D, whilst considerably reducing the background. Fig-
~eCdistributions obtained under theseure 25 shows the cos e, cos e*, qz, and AZ

conditions without the application of efficiency corrections, The strong fall-off
in the cos e spectrum as it approaches +1 is due to the cut on the lepton mo-
mentum, I), > 1 GeV/c, The four distributions in Figure 25 are fitted sinlrrltane-
ously to the predictions of various theoretical lllodels15,*s,1g;24-26for the process
@ ~ D*+ f-D aucl to the model of GIShV15 for @ ~ D** e- ~. To determine the
forward-backward asymmetry AF~ and the polarization parameter a, the normal-
izations of the three invariant form factors in each model (which are related to the
helicity form factors in Equation 14 ) are included in the fits as free parameters.
The backgromlcl rates in the cos e, cos e*, aucl ~z distributions clue to processes II,
III, and IV in Table 3 are determined from the :11;?,,spectrum. Finally, AF~ and a
are calculated by inserting the fittecl normalizations of the invariant form factors
into Equation 14. A check was macle to demonstrate that this’ procedure is not
bimed by the moclel used for the form factors, The methocl has the advantage that
the values determ~uecl for .4r~ ancl o are independent of the kut on the lepton
momentum. The snnultaneous fit makes maximal use of the available information
and yields 1

a = 1.12+0.39+0.19 (18)

.4P” = 0.20+ 0.08+ 0.06 . (19)

The result for o is in good agrcemeut with previous measurements from AR-

Gb’S20 (a = 0.7 + 0,9) au(l CLE021 ((I = 1,21 + 0.48 + 0.19), This first,t lllca-
suremeut of .4,.,fi i,s consistent with most theoretical eStilllilt FS from fc)rm filCtOl
rllodels.151s1g:z2-25QCD SIUUrules.a(’ and heavy qltarli eff(.ctive thcory,27

tCLEO a]so a,,,,o,,,,.e,l a res{llt, for .AFB = 0.14+0,06+().03 at this c{,l,f(rel,t:t>. S{,> c{]lltril)l,ti(~],

frau] .A. Frey berger.
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5. Summary of Branching Ratio Results, and Conclusions

All the semileptonic B-meson branching ratios reported in this paper are
summarised in Table 6, along with previous world averages from the PDG14 and
other recent results not contained therein. For the sake ofclarity and comparison,
dl the uncertainties have been added in quadrature; see the appropriate reference
for thecorrect breakdown. All ARGUS results areprelimiuary.

Table6: Summwyof illclusive mdexclusive B-meson semileptonic bran& ing ratios.

Decay

B ~ .Yev

BR %

10.7 *O.5
10.8 + 0.6
10.9 + 0.7
10.5 + 0.9
9.6 + 0.6
1.7+ 0.5
4.7 + 0.9
5.2 + 0.8
6.4+ 1.1
6.0 + 0.6

-1.4
-3.4

4.0 + 0.6
3.8+ 1.1

Reference

PDG14
CLE02
Section-2
Section-3
Section-3
PDG]4
PDG’4
Sectiou-4
PDG14
Section-3
Tlleory]5
CLE02
Section-3
Sectiou-4

Three siguificaut conclusions maybedrawn from tbese results:

The inclusive semileptonic branching fraction remains consistently less than
the 1270tllatc allbeelegalltly xcolnllloclatedl] ytllep~lresp ectatormodels.
This hiuts at non-spectator effects or the importance of the non-perturbative
corrections as were discussed in the introduction.

The exclusive branching fractious to D and D“ mesons are in good agreement
with previous values and do not saturate the inclusive me~urement.

There isclearly a large D“” contribution. Tbisi snot in agreement with any
model, but makes the sum of the exclusive branching ratios consistent with
the illclllsive llleasllrelnellt.

Figure 25: The measured COSO,COSO*,M~@CO,l,and qz clistributions, uncorrected
for efficiency, The solid line histograms are the fitted sum of the Monte Carlo
distributions expected for processes I — IV. The shaded histograms show the D.*
contribution.
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H. Schulz, M. lValter, R. Wurtb, (DESY, Germany), R. Appuhn, C. Hast, H.
I<olanoski, .4. Lange+ A. Liudner, R. hfanliel, M. Schieber, T. Siegmund, B. Spaan,
H. Thurn, D, Topfer, A. Walther, D. Wegeuer (Universitit Dortmund, Germany),
M. Paulini, Ii, Reim, H, Wegeuer, (Universitat Erlaugen-Niirnberg, Germany), R.
Mundt, T. Oest, R. Reiner, W. Scbnlidt-Parzefall, (Universitat Hamburg, Ger-
many), W. F~l]lli, J. St,iewe, S. Werner, (Universitat Heidelberg, Germany),
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gler, (MPI, Heidelberg, Germany), D. I, Britton, C. E. 1<. Charlesworth, 1<. W.
Edwards, E. Hyatt, H. Iiapitza, P. I<rieger, D. B. MacFarlane, P, M. Patel, J,
D. Prentice, P. Saull, 1(, Tzamariudaki, R, G. Van de Water, T.-S, Yoon, (IPP,
Canada), D. Re8ing, M. Schmidtler, M, Schneider, 1{. R. Schubert, 1{, Strahl, J.
Tamminga, R. Walcli, S. Iveseler, (Universitat I{arlsruhe, Germany), G. Kernel,
P. I{riiau, E, ItriZnit, T, Podobnil;l T, Zivko, (LTniverza v Ljubljani, Slovenia), H.
I. Cronstrom, L. JOIISSOU,(University of Lund, Sweden), V. Balagura, I. Belyaev,
M. Dauilovi A. Drout,slio~, A. Golutvin, I. Gorelov, G. I(ostina, V. Lubimov, P.
Murat, P. Palihlov, F. Ratniliov, S. Semenov, V. Shil>aev, V. Soloshenko, I. Ti-
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‘ Thesis ~vorli of G, Iiostina, ITEP.
b Thesis ~~orli of T, Oest, University of Hamburg.
c Thesis }~orli of Ii, Reim, University of Erlangen.
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